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How do we protect our
constitutional rights
— and our students’ lives?

�

A roundtable with
industry leaders provides a

revealing look at the
challenges facing venues

PLUS:
How to Spot
Potential
Aggressors
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www.jvc.com/pro

Reliable. Compatible. Expandable.

Monitoring Every Security Need.

With a growing line of security products, JVC meets
virtually any surveillance installation requirement.
Today, JVC offers a comprehensive line of security
products – all designed and manufactured by a
brand known for its long-standing history of high
quality and reliability.

JVC has earned its excellence in customer
satisfaction by consistently delivering cameras
with superior performance. JVC’s IP and analog
dome cameras and wide range day/night
cameras feature Fujinon lens optics, which
provide exceptional color reproduction to
deliver the most clear and precise image
detail. In addition, JVC’s dome cameras are
easy to install and use, providing customers
with quick plug and play set up.

To complement its acclaimed security
camera lineup are JVC’s durable,
multi-purpose monitors and fully
integrated network video recorders
that provide your customers with a
flexible and seamless system that
meets all their surveillance needs.
JVC’s network video recorders include
fully-licensed software for 9 or 16
cameras and are easy to install.

With a full line of analog and digital
surveillance products, JVC can
seamlessly integrate with an existing
security system or develop a completely
new security solution that meets the
needs of a customer’s growing business.

To provide your customers with peace 
of mind, talk to the Pros at JVC.

Call 1-800-582-5825 for our
FREE Security Solutions brochure,
or visit us at www.jvc.com/pro

Vandal-Proof Indoor/Outdoor Cameras
TK-C215VP4U / TK-C215VP12U
• IP66 vandal resistant structure 
• Triple axis rotation system for wide lens

angle adjustment and vertical mounting
options

Fixed Day/Night Dome Cameras
TK-C215V4U / TK-C215V12U 
• 540 TV lines of horizontal resolution
• Plug and play setup

Indoor/Outdoor Fixed IP
Network Mini Domes
VN-C215V4U
• Built-in x3.6 vari-focal lens

(2.8 to 10mm)
• Built-in web server

Fixed High Resolution IP Camera
VN-C20U
• Full frame rate (up to 30fps)

motion-JPEG
• Power over Ethernet for easy intallation

1/3" Color CCTV
Day/Night Camera
TK-C925U
• 540 TV lines of horizontal

resolution
• Removable IR filter 

1/3" Wide Range Camera
TK-WD310U
• 14-bit digital processing
• Automatic 5-level exposure

control for each pixel

LCD Display Monitors
LM-150U / LM-170U 
• Durable, multi-purpose monitors 
• 24/7 operation

Network Video Recorders
VR-N900U / VR-N1600
• Fully licensed
• 9 or 16 channel recorder
• Open system, easy

to intergrate
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IAFE CONVENTION & TRADE SHOW
December 15-18

The Paris Hotel — Las Vegas

Just What You Wanted for Your 2008 Wish List!
• EXCELLENT EDUCATION

Workshops on the hottest topics with peer lead -
ers and outside ex perts.

• NON-STOP NETWORKING
Meet your friends and share ideas that work. Do
you have ideas for round-table discussions? Con -
tact Kate Turner (800/516-0313) today.

• INSPIRATION, MOTIVATION, CELE BRA TION
Three fantas tic sessions with keynote speakers will
inspire and motivate you to take your fair and your
life to a higher level in 2009. Celebrate as we rec -
og nize dedicated fair volunteers and leaders in the
awards ceremonies.

• SHOP TIL YOU DROP
At the IAFE Trade Show. It’s a one-of-a-kind mar -
ketplace for everything you need for your fair and
a chance to meet face-to-face with IAFE As so ci -
ate members. Associates — have you booked your
Trade Show space yet? Contact Steve Siever (800/
516-0313) to reserve your booth!

• EARTH-FRIENDLY IN ’09
Get the latest information on “going green” at the
half-day special symposium (Sunday, Dec. 14).

ON-LINE REGISTRATION NOW OPEN!
www.fairsandexpos.com
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COMMAND CENTER�

Bob Johnson, president,
Outdoor Amusement
Business Association

Steve Schmader, president & CEO,
International Festivals
& Events Association

Dexter King, CFE, executive director,
International Association of

Assembly Managers

Jim Tucker, president & CEO,
International Association of Fairs

& Expositions

In the Business of Fun,
Safety Comes First

his summer, millions of children and families will safely enjoy amusement rides at theme parks,

amusement parks, carnivals, fairs, festivals, family entertainment centers, water parks, zoos,

aquariums and other attractions. They will enjoy them safely because of our commitment to

and passion for the safety of our guests. � As a guest writer for Venue Safety and Security, I’m

delighted to have been asked to share our thoughts on amusement ride safety from the

International Association of Amusement Parks and Attractions (IAAPA), a member of the

Alliance Partners Group. IAAPA has more than 4,300 members in 90 countries. Our U.S. ven-

ues safely entertain 300 million guests a year and provide 1.8 billion safe rides to visitors. �
Since 2001, IAAPA’s U.S. member venues that operate rides have participated in an annual

nationwide amusement ride injury reporting system. Each venue sends their ride injury data to

the National Safety Council (NSC), and the NSC develops the annual Fixed-Site Amusement

Ride Injury Survey. The IAAPA board of directors considered this so important that in 2005, it

voted to make reporting ride injuries a condition of membership. We have recently launched a

similar program in Europe. � For three decades, IAAPA members and others have been lead-

ers in the development of exacting amusement ride safety standards through their work with

ASTM International. As participants in the activities of the ASTM Committee F-24 on Amusement Rides and Devices,

these companies have helped establish standards on design and manufacture, testing, operation, maintenance, inspec-

tion and quality assurance. � But the responsibility of providing a safe environment rests first and foremost with the

venues themselves. They promote ride safety through maintenance and operations programs and personnel training.

Using guest relations offices, signage and verbal commands, venues work to enlist their visitors as partners in enjoy-

ing rides safely and correctly. Venues’ safety inspection programs are daily, weekly, monthly and yearly activities. They

follow detailed manufacturer guidelines for inspection and safety, and use outside specialty companies to periodical-

ly re-inspect rides. � Venues work with state and/or local public officials, who perform a range of ride-inspection

tests. Venues must pass rigorous risk control inspections carried out by representatives of insurance companies, who

work closely with a facility’s own operational and maintenance professionals in developing and implementing the

newest safety procedures. Ride manufacturers also conduct industry-wide safety seminars on a regular basis. � IAAPA

supports all of these efforts. We sponsor safety workshops where the latest advances, standards and techniques are

shared and discussed. This outreach and education program is well-attended by ride safety professionals. In addition,

we have produced a series of informative and easy-to-use safety training materials. Our unwavering commitment to

safety has allowed the amusement parks and attractions industry to thrive and will ensure that it continues to provide

safe, quality, family entertainment for many years to come. � Best wishes for a safe and successful summer.

President & CEO,
International Association of
Amusement Parks and

Attractions
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The IAAM Foundation is a 501(c)(3) non-
profit charity to which donations are fully
tax deductible. Ourmission is to increase
the positive impact and vitality of the pub
lic assembly industry by funding

research, education and resource devel-
opment. Our vision: that every public
assembly venue throughout the world
has a professional workforce, a base of
knowledge, and adequate resources to
ensure safety and enjoyment of the pub-
lic, security of assets and business results
that contribute to economic development
and quality of life.

635 Fritz Drive, Suite 100
Coppell, TX 75019
Phone: (972) 906-7441
Fax: (972) 906-7418
Web: www.iaam.org

The International Association ofAssembly
Managers is an association whose pur-
pose is to provide leadership, to educate,
to inform and to cultivate friendships
among individuals involved in themanage-
ment, operation and support of public
assembly facilities. IAAM is the world’s
largest professional association dedicated
to issues relevant to themanagement of
public assembly facilities.Members of the
associationmanage public assembly facil-
ities such as amphitheaters, arenas, audi-
toriums, convention centers/exhibit halls,
performing arts venues, stadiums and

university complexes; or provide products,
services or attractions to support the
industry. IAAMhasmore than 3,200
members worldwide.

Executive Director:Dexter King, CFE,
dexter.king@iaam.org

Director Life Safety & Security:Harold
Hansen, CFE, harold-hansen@sbc
global.net

AVSS Dean: Frank Poe,
frank.poe@dallascityhall.com

Editor, Facility Manager: R.V. Baugus,
rv.baugus@iaam.org

Legal Counsel:Turner D.Madden,
Esquire, tdmadden@verizon.net

Member, IAAM Life Safety Council: Dave
Horsman, davehorsman@twins
baseball.com

IAAM Foundation Director: Jill Dotts,
CFRE, jill.dotts@iaam.org

IAAM Foundation Chair: Joan LeMahieu,
President, The Parade Co.,
JLeMahieu@theparade.org

PO Box 985
Springfield, MO 65801
3043 E Cairo
Springfield, MO 65802
Phone: (417) 862-5771
or (800) 516-0313
Fax: (417) 862-0156
Web: www.fairsandexpos.com

The International Association of Fairs and
Expositions (IAFE) is a voluntary, non-
profit corporation, organizing state,
provincial, regional, and county agricultur-
al fairs, shows, exhibitions and exposi-
tions. Its associatemembers include
state and provincial associations of fairs,
non-agricultural expositions and festivals,
associations, corporations, and individu-
als engaged in providing products and
services to its members, all of whom are
interested in the improvement of fairs,
shows, expositions and allied fields.
The IAFE began in 1885 with a half dozen
fairs.Today, the IAFE representsmore
than 1,300 fairs around the world, and
more than 1,300members from allied
fields.Throughout the years, the IAFE has

remained true to its purpose of promoting
and encouraging the development and
improvement of fairs, shows and exposi-
tions. Its mission is “To represent and
facilitate the interest of agricultural fairs,
exhibitions and show associations.”

President and CEO: JimTucker,
jimt@fairsandexpos.com

CFO, Director of Meetings and
Publications:MaxWillis,
maxw@fairsandexpos.com

Director of Membership, Sponsorship,
and Trade Shows: Steve Siever,
steves@fairsandexpos.com

Director of Grants and Special
Education:Marla Calico,
marlac@fairsandexpos.com

Meeting Planner/Registrar: Kate Turner,
katet@fairsandexpos.com

Director of Education and Information
Technology: Rachel Stutesmun,
rachels@fairsandexpos.com

Fairs & Expos Managing Editor: Rebekah
Lee, rebekahl@fairsandexpos.com

Phone: (407) 681-9444
E-mail: oaba@aol.com
Web: www.oaba.org

The Outdoor Amusement Business
Association, organized as a non-profit
trade group in 1965, is the largest associ-
ation representing themobile amuse-
ment industry. Ourmembers include car-
nivals, circuses, independent ride owners,
food/game concessionaires, rental
amusements and others associated with
family entertainment. Ourmembers con-
tract with fairs, festivals, community and

philanthropic organizations throughout
the U.S. and Canada. Its mission is “To
encourage the growth and preservation of
the outdoor amusement industry through
leadership, legislation, education and
membership services.”

President: RobertW. Johnson

Chairman: Andy Schoendienst

Sr. Vice President: Al DeRusha

News Ambassador: TomPowell

General Counsel:Wayne Pierce

2603 Eastover Terrace
Boise, Idaho 83706
Phone: (208) 433-0950
Fax: (208) 433-9812
Web: www.ifea.com

Founded in 1956, the International
Festivals & Events Association (IFEA)
today is The Premiere Association
Supporting and Enabling Festival & Event
ProfessionalsWorldwide. In partnership
with global affiliates under the umbrellas
of IFEAAfrica, IFEAAsia, IFEAAustralia,
IFEAEurope, IFEA Latin America, IFEA
Middle East, and IFEANorth America the
organization’s common vision is for “A
Globally United Industry that Touches
Lives in a PositiveWay through
Celebration.”With a target audience that
includes all those who produce and sup-
port quality celebrations for the benefit of
their respective “communities,” the IFEA’s
primary focus is identifying and providing
access to the professional resources and
networks that will, as stated in our mis-
sion, inspire and enable those in our
industry to realize their dreams, build
community and sustain success through
celebration.The IFEA exists to serve the
needs of our entire industry, all those who
share our core values of excellence and

quality; the sharing of experience, knowl-
edge, creativity and best practices; and
the importance of “community”building
both locally and globally. Our success lies
in the success of those we serve through
professional education, programming,
products and resources, networking and
representation.

President & CEO: StevenWood
Schmader, CFEE, schmader@ifea.com

Senior Vice President/Director of
Communications & Marketing:Nia
Forster, nia@ifea.com

CFO,Assistant to the President:
Bette Monteith, bette@ifea.com

Director of Sponsorship/Advertising &
Expo: Shauna Spencer, shauna@ifea.com

Creative & Publications Director:
Craig Sarton, craig@ifea.com

Director of Convention Production &
Communication Technologies:
Tom Frazee, tom@ifea.com

Director of Administrative Operations:
Julie Parke, Julie@ifea.com

Director of Membership Services:
Beth Petersen, beth@ifea.com

President: Ray Larson

COO: Virginia Larson

General Manager & CFO: RichAlfano

Group Publisher:Michael Malone,
mmalone@prismb2bmedia.com

Editorial Director:Mario Medina

Sr. Associate Editor: Haley Shapley

Graphic Designer: Barbara Sutton

Production Manager:AnneMatthews

Production Artist:Andrea Paul

Advertising Account Manager: Steve
Schwartz,sschwartz@prismb2bmedia.com

Editorial Intern:AndreaSchpok

Venue Safety & Security is published quarterly by PRISMMedia Group, 1321

Valwood Pkwy., Ste. 600, Carrollton,TX 75006.Visit PRISMMedia Group on the

Web at www.prismb2bmedia.com.No part of this publicationmay be reprinted

without permission. Copyright 2008 PRISMMedia Group.
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Correction: Ross Hollman, chief operating officer of Argus Event Staffing, was incorrectly identified
in the Spring 2008 issue of Venue Safety & Security.We apologize for the error.

635 Fritz Drive, Suite 100
Coppell, TX 75019
Phone: (972) 906-7441
Fax: (972) 906-7418
Web: www.iaam.org
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BY THE NUMBERS In the wake of the tornado that hit Georgia on March 14, all three buildings of the GeorgiaWorld Congress Center

reopened after just 42 days of construction. Located in the heart of downtown Atlanta, the GeorgiaWorld Congress Center features

1.4 million square feet of exhibit space, 12 exhibit halls, 106 meeting rooms and two grand ballrooms. Here’s a by-the-numbers look

at what it took to get the three-building complex back to fully operational:

06 Summer 2008 �� VENUE SAFETY & SECURITY

N E W S A N D S T U F F

A studio set is engulfed in flames as firefighters work to extinguish the burning set in the early hours

at Universal Studios in Los Angeles on Sunday, June 1, 2008. A large fire tore through a back lot at

Universal Studios, destroying a set from Back to the Future, the King Kong exhibit, and thousands of

videos and reels in a vault. Low water pressure and an overwhelmed sprinkler system made it diffi-

cult to put out the blaze. AP Photo/MikeMeadows

Building Back
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1,100
270,000

ViSAT Course
Approved by DHS

wayIn
EDUCATION The “ViSAT Course Public Assembly

Venues” has been added to the Department of

Homeland Security’s program catalog, and the

International Association of Assembly Managers

has been recognized as an appropriate group to

teach the course, IAAM recently announced.

Course development started in 2005 when

DHS awarded the IAAM Foundation a grant to

provide training and awareness for the DHS

Vulnerability Identification Self Assessment Tool

(ViSAT). The course will assist organizations in

using the ViSAT to identify vulnerabilities and

security threats that they may face.

“The most important thing to us is saving

lives; therefore, having the ability to provide

education to help venue managers prepare for

emergency situations is essential,” says IAAM

director of life safety and security Harold

Hansen, CFE.

IAAM is making plans to take the instruction to

various locations regionally. For more informa-

tion, contactHansen at harold.hansen@iaam.org.

725,000
100,000
30-plus

days and
nights of
work

trade workers,
with 750 workers
at peak

man-hours in
two- to 12-hour
shifts

square feet
of replaced
roof area

square feet
of repaired
building structure

escalators refurbished
or replaced for greater
efficiency
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The Los Angeles Memorial Coliseum was recently the site of “Operation

Triangle,” a simulated preparedness exercise designed to assess the readiness of

emergency responders to work together in a command and tactical capacity in

the event of a “terrorist-type” act during the course of a publicly attended

event. Photo courtesy of Los Angeles Memorial Coliseum and Sports Arena.

Collaborative Planning
Needed, Report Says

Homeland Defense Journal — a magazine from Market*Access Intl. that has an associated Web site, e-newsletter, training

courses and conferences — is offering a grant-writing boot camp Sept. 11–12, 2008, in Arlington, Va. The course covers the

essential grant-seeking and grant-writing strategies and skills required to successfully submit competitive corporate and foun-

dation proposals. For more information, visit www.homelanddefensejournal.com/hdl/grant-writing-boot-camp.html.

RECOMMENDATIONS TheDepartment ofHomelandSecurity should

be required to work with the public and private sectors to develop

comprehensive emergency action plans for mass gatherings, a

report recently released by the U.S. House Committee on Homeland

Security recommends.

“Effective and efficient federal support is critical,”says the64-page

Congressional report,which examines safety and security challenges

formass gatherings.“Helping the organizations that safeguardmass

gathering events will increase … the security of the nation.”

Also, mass gathering venues should develop emergency plans for

use by all of the organizations involved, the report suggests. “No one

public or private organization that supports a mass gathering venue

has enough resources to handle all of the public health, safety and

security requirements that need to be addressed,” the report says.

Be Prepared 
for your

Emergency Evacuation
with EVAC+CHAIR

��
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Inway

PERSPECTIVE The earthquake

in China’s Sichuan Province on

May 12 and subsequent after-

shocks have been horrific.At

the time of writing this column,

68,858 are confirmed dead,

nearly 20,000 are still missing

and 366,586 have been

injured. I happen to have been

in Sichuan Province withmy

wife and two close friends from

the United States some 150

miles from the epicenter on

May 12.The critical situation

there looms for millions of

homeless, especially the

injured and those who have

lost friends and loved ones.

It has been encouraging,

however, that somany have

assisted. Contributions from all

over the world have reached

more than $5 billion (U.S. dol-

lars). But this will only help—

more is needed. I attended the

Hong Kong Convention and

Exhibition Industry Association

Annual Dinner onMay 30. Its

members, including exhibition

organizers and contractors

and exhibition venuemanagers

contributed another $80,000

to the relief effort.

The exhibition industry in

the region has been adversely

impacted. For example, the

Chengdu International

Convention & Exposition

Center has lost enormous

amounts of business. Even so,

themanagement team there

has come together to assist in

an extraordinary way.

Business director XU

Shuang (Bessie) wrote to us

stating,“A violent earthquake

struck Sichuan, our beautiful

and beloved hometown. Since

then, each of us has volun-

teered in the Earthquake Relief

Work.As for my company, we

not only donatedmoney to the

affected areas, but also have

worked closely with theArmy.”

Though such tragedies as

this cannot be thoroughly

planned for, let us all be pre-

pared to deal with incidents of

crisis.Wemust help as we can

in doing our part in using the

resources available to us or

that we can influence to bene-

fit those around us.

Cliff Wallace is managing director

of the Hong Kong Convention and

Exhibition Centre.

Preparing for a Crisis

08 Summer 2008 �� VENUE SAFETY & SECURITY
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PRODUCT FOCUS

Don’tmiss these products that help you keep tabs onwho’s who
in your venue.

10 Summer 2008 � VENUE SAFETY & SECURITY

� ST4 SERIES FROM TRIJAY TECHNOLOGIES

INTL. CORP. The ST4 Series is amultipurpose hand-

held device equipped with a host of smart features,

such as a smart card reader and biometric finger-

print scanner,making it suitable for reading and

authenticating various electronic travel documents

and identity cards.The device is also water- and

drop-resistant.www.trijaycorp.com

� ID ACQUIRE FROM

IVIEW SYSTEMS

Manual identification

and data entry in any

environment are time-

consuming and subject

to entry mistakes, errors

and omissions. The

iView ID Acquire offers a

software and compact hardware photo-scanning solution designed to

scan photos and laminated cards such as driver’s licenses, photo IDs,

medical insurance cards, passports andmore. These TWAIN-compliant

scanners can process up to 1,200 pictures per hour.

www.iviewsystems.com

� MULTICLASS CARD READER

FROM HID GLOBAL The

multiCLASS card reader family is

designed for customers upgrading

their card system from proximity

technologies to iCLASS creden-

tials. The reader line provides

enhanced security throughmutual

authentication and data encryp-

tion, enabling transition to smart

cards over time while incorporating

multiple card technologies within a

single building or across facilities.

www.hidcorp.com

� AA-CX100-R AND AA-CX100-S

STAND ALONE ACCESS

CONTROLLERS FROMAAID

SECURITY SOLUTIONS AA-CX100-R

and AA-CX100-S Stand Alone Access

Controllers are designed for slide,

swing and parking gates as well as

building entrance doors. AAID’s AA-

CX100-R controller can store 1,600

randomWiegand card numbers, and

the AA-CX100-S can store 10,000 card

users. This allows for individual cards to be validated or voided when

necessary by using on-board push buttons and an LCD screen.

www.autoaccessid.com

� IDWEDGE FROM

TOKENWORKS INC.

The IDWedge

AutoFill Application

scans IDs; driver’s

licenses from 49

states andmost

Canadian provinces; mil-

itary IDs; and payment cards

(credit and debit cards).Any

venue that reviews and then

types driver’s license infor-

mation into a PCmay benefit

from IDWedge. Facilities use it to

automatically fill in visitor registra-

tion forms. IDWedge saves times, reduces input error and helps

detect fake IDs, according to the company.www.tokenworks.com

�SECURE ID VERIFICATION
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PRODUCT FOCUS

� PLUSID75 FROM PRIVARIS INC. Privaris’ plusID75 personal

biometric token replaces passwords and access cards by verifying

identity via fingerprint.Access is granted via multiple user interfaces,

including RFID, secure Bluetooth and USB.The plusID’s smart card

architecture and RF antennas enable out-of-the-box compatibility

withWindows PCs and existing door readers— nomiddleware or

installation required. www.privaris.com

� THE PRECISE 250 MC FROM PRECISE BIOMETRICS INC. The Precise

250MC is a secure and robust combined fingerprint and smart card reader,

perfectly suited for government and public usage areas.With Precise

Match-on-Card technology, the product combines fingerprint recogni-

tion and smart card technologies, the best of two authenticationmeth-

ods, according to the company.The Precise 250MC reader used togeth-

er with Precise Match-on-Card technology, integrated by a worldwide network

of solution partners and system integrators, offers increased security and pre-

served user privacy.www.precisebiometrics.com

P r o t e c t i n g L i v e s . P r o t e c t i n g A s s e t s .

VENUESAFETY&SECURITY
V

ENUE SAFETY& SECURITY is the only public
assembly management magazine that’s
focused solely on the topic of protecting

your customers’ lives —
and your organization’s
assets.

If there are others in
your organizationwho
should receive this
publication,have them
fill out the attached
subscription card to
sign up today!

STAR
TREATMENT

Spring 2008

P r o t e c t i n g L i v e s . P r o t e c t i n g A s s e t s .

VENUESAFETY&SECURITY

EXCLUSIVE:Responding to theDeadly NIU ShootingsA Roundup of the LatestAccess Control ProductsWorking with Volunteers

How to handle high-profile guests

�

Contact PRISM Media Group
for advertising information.

Steve Schwartz • (972) 488-4418
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� SVM 9.0 VISITOR MANAGEMENT FROM EASY LOBBY

INC. EasyLobby’s SVM 9.0 Visitor Management software

suite provides enterprise-class visitor registration, monitor-

ing, reporting and photo badge printing, as well as Web-based

pre-registration and centralized administration. EasyLobby

SVM is tightly integrated with 30 of the most popular access

control systems. SVM Mobile is also available on a handheld

wireless device.www.easylobby.com

� EDISECURE PROFESSIONAL LINE XID RETRANSFER CARD

PRINTERS FROM DIGITAL IDENTIFICATION SOLUTIONS LLC The

EDIsecure Professional Line XID Retransfer Card Printers produce

identification and access control cards. The printers include features

such as high-resolution UV printing and security ribbon erase. Three

years of operation are covered under factory warranty, and the print-

ers can process 1,000 ID cards between ribbon changes.

www.dis-usa.com/venue
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herever large numbers of people are gathered, the majority will likely be

law-abiding, while a few, unfortunately, have the potential to be trouble-

makers. Identifying these possible aggressors without frightening or

endangering the larger crowd is one of the greatest challenges faced by

security departments.

You can protect your venue’s safety and reduce your legal liability by identifying poten-

tially aggressive individuals before they become a problem. Giving your security staff

appropriate training is an essential first step. New technologies — some existing and some

in development — can assist in the process as well.

Split-Second Decisions
Whether large or small, no venue can afford to ignore people

who may be dangerous. “Venues need to be able to distin-

guish between an innocent customer, employee or attendee

and an angry or lethal perpetrator — whether that’s a robber,

disgruntled spouse or someone intent on doing great harm to

himself or others,” says John D. Byrnes, president of the

Center for Aggression Management in Altamonte Springs, Fla.

“Often, such decisions need to be made instantly.”

Recognizing a person who may be dangerous requires an

element of intuition, but gut instinct isn’t enough. “Someone

who has undergone training is going to make better judgments

than someone who has not,” says Chris E. McGoey, a Los

Angeles–based security consultant with 38 years of experience

working with venues, parks and sporting facilities.

Developing a familiarity with the venue’s clientele is

extremely important, McGoey says. “After you’ve watched

New techniques and

technologies can help

your venue more easily

identify potential

aggressors in crowds.

By Lori Erickson

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
� Recognizing a potentially
dangerous attendee requires
intuition, but training for per-
sonnel is also critical.
� A primal aggressor may show
obvious signs of anger, while a
cognitive aggressor is often
cold and detached.
� Employees should address an
individual causing trouble in a
firm manner that isn’t overly
aggressive and doesn’t alarm
other attendees.
� Technology solutions let ven-
ues track individuals through a
crowd, trigger alerts if someone
enters a prohibited area and
analyze attendees’ expressions
for signs of agitation.

W

�

Spotting the Angry Attendee
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people in a crowd long enough, you know

what the average person looks like and

how he behaves. The clientele at a punk

rock concert is going to be different than at

a state fair, but in each case, you need to

train your eye to see the exceptions,”

McGoey says. “Once you spot them, you

look closer to see if they’re doing something

dangerous or hostile. It’s that simple and

that hard.”

Spotting the exceptions means being

aware of a long list of potential red flags.

Arguing and shouting are obvious signs of

aggression. A more subtle sign of possible

trouble is the wearing of gang colors. Some

guests may show symptoms of intoxication

or act bizarrely; for example, they might fol-

low others too closely, wave their arms or

talk too loudly.

Don’t limit your list of red flags to

actions that are obviously aggressive. “Most

security and law enforcement officers are

trained to look for what’s called a ‘primal

aggressor,’ someone who is red-faced and

ready to explode,” says Byrnes, author of

Before Conflict: Preventing Aggressive

Behavior. “But the tragedies at Virginia

Tech and Northern Illinois University were

committed by a very different type of per-

son known as a ‘cognitive aggressor.’

These people are typically cold, detached

and determined, and they tend to be far

more dangerous and elusive.”

The Proper Response
Trained personnel are the first line of

defense against potentially violent individu-

als. The first step is to make a mental note

of people who look like they may become

a problem, then monitor their location and

behavior. If your first impression of trouble

is correct, approach them and remind them

of the rules of the establishment. Often this

is enough to stop troublesome behavior. If

they do not respond appropriately, the indi-

viduals should be asked to leave, and, if

necessary, escorted from the property. If

you have to evict someone, do it quickly

and in a professional manner, without

alarming bystanders.

“One of the problems is that security

employees are often underpaid and not

very alert,” McGoey says. “Too often they’ll

be talking on their cell phones rather than

paying attention to their job. The key is to

put good managers in charge of the front-

line staff, people who can help keep the

team motivated and alert. Employees

should be told that their job is to constantly

scan the crowd for potential trouble.”

Role-playing can be an effective part of

security staff training. Go through a variety

of scenarios with your employees and teach

them what to say to someone who’s caus-

ing trouble. Give them tips on how to be

firm without appearing aggressive, as con-

flict can quickly escalate in such situations.

Technological Help
While good judgment will always be the

most important part of a security employ-

ee’s job, researchers are devising techno-

logical devices that can provide assistance.

Already, cameras can be used to automati-

cally track someone through a crowd.

Devices can also trigger alerts if someone

strays into a prohibited area. Video from

security cameras is routinely used in foren-

sic investigations to give a view of what

happened when an incident occurred.

Devices are being further refined to help

personnel spot difficulties before they hap-

pen. “We’re working on a variety of recog-

nition systems,” says Joe Krisciunas, securi-

ty research and development manager at

GE Global Research. “One system works by

analyzing the expressions of people, alert-

ing the operator when someone shows

signs of agitation. Another uses an infrared

camera to do thermal profiles of individuals,

as body heat can be an indicator of stress

and aggression.”

Another line of research focuses on the

behaviors of the larger crowd, specifically

what direction they’re looking. While it’s

difficult to program a computer to recognize

an anomaly in a scene, humans can easily

spot people who are out of the ordinary,

either in their appearance or behavior. For

instance, a system could be developed to

track the gazes of people in a crowd. If

many people were looking at an individual

who was doing something unusual or

alarming, that would be a trigger that would

alert security staff.

“These sorts of technologies are only

meant to help identify potential problems,”

Krisciunas says. “But they would be helpful

in providing an additional layer of recogni-

tion and protection for sites.”

A few of these technologies are nearing

commercial release, with some devices

potentially available within a year. Already,

General Electric is testing a system (meant

primarily for retail stores) that can detect

when a customer is lingering in a question-

able area, going against the normal traffic

pattern, or leaving the store without going

through the checkout. Such a system could

be adapted for use in large-scale venues.

“We will see many of these devices

emerge over the next 10 years,” Krisciunas

says. “We won’t see dramatic new kinds of

systems, but rather refinements of the pro-

grams that have already been developed.”

No matter how sophisticated future tech-

nologies get, however, the most important

element for a venue will likely remain well-

trained security personnel. Sites will have to

balance their desire to provide a welcoming

atmosphere for guests with the need to be

constantly alert to potential dangers. VSS

“Venues need to be able to distinguish between an innocent
customer, employee or attendee and an angry or lethal perpetrator.”
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s your venue safe from credential fraud and unauthorized access? Security requirements

have increased greatly since the turn of the millennium, but the mishmash of credentials

issued by facilities, convention or tour managers, artists, suppliers and others can create

confusion among those who protect venues.

“Security is only as good as the security guard,” says Seth Sheck, president of Access

Pass & Design, a Sparks, Nev.–based company that makes credentials. “I can make a bul-

letproof card, but there is a human element involved in checking them.”

Sheck recently had a conversation with a client who questioned the quality of Access

Pass’ badges. The client provided a sample of the credential, which Sheck quickly deter-

mined was made with a color copier, something security guards should have picked up on

immediately — a task that may be about to get considerably easier, thanks to an upcoming

ID program for venues.

ID Challenges
Credentials have gone high tech, featuring lamination, satin finishes, holograms, glow-in-the-

dark features, foil, numbers, bar codes, magnetic stripes or

some combination of these, depending on the level of secu-

rity sought. But only 2 percent to 3 percent of a touring

group’s budget is devoted to credentialing, so many cut cor-

ners on the credentials themselves, opting for less-secure op-

tions that can be copied relatively easily. That leaves security

guards to restrict access, but they must be aware of what a

proper credential looks like before taking their posts.

Larger facilities and companies that work in the exhibition

and meetings industry have begun issuing photo identifica-

tion cards to employees to keep closer tabs on who is ac-

cessing critical areas. However, a lack of national standards

means that a skilled convention worker who travels from

venue to venue could have two dozen or more IDs in his

16 Summer 2008 � VENUE SAFETY & SECURITY

RISK MANAGEMENT�

Anational identification

program promises to

create much-needed

standards for venues

and workers.

By Matt Bolch

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
� A lack of national standards
results in a hodgepodge of IDs
that expose venues and their
events to potential security
lapses.
� The Exhibition Services &
Contractors Association and
the International Association of
Assembly Managers are launch-
ing a national ID program.
� Because smaller venues don’t
host larger shows and have
higher visibility, major trade
venues are taking the point on
the credentialing issue.

I
A Consistent Approach to Credentials
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briefcase, creating hassles for industry pro-

fessionals and increasing the likelihood of

badges falling into the wrong hands.

Additionally, the issuance of badges by

the venue, vendors who work in the facil-

ity, those who rent the facility and other af-

filiated groups creates a hodgepodge of IDs

that can expose the facility and the event to

potential security lapses.

A Solution in theWorks
The Exhibition Services & Contractors As-

sociation (ESCA) is working with the Inter-

national Association of Assembly Managers

(IAAM) on a national ID program for ven-

dors that’s expected to launch this fall at

the Georgia World Congress Center

(GWCC) in Atlanta. ESCA is made up of 180

member companies such as general con-

tractors, specialty contractors, facilities,

labor organizations and others that often

provide services to multiple venues.

Facilities and vendors who are issuing

their own IDs have widely different stan-

dards. ESCA and IAAM officials believe that

a unified program will help employees re-

duce hassles while bringing consistent se-

curity standards to venues.

Larry Arnaudet, ESCA executive director,

says that phase one of the program will in-

clude a photo ID badge issued by the

group that will include the person’s name,

badge number, trade and home city. A bar

code or magnetic stripe can be used by the

vendor for electronic timekeeping if de-

sired. ESCA will maintain the database and

issue IDs. Arnaudet says the badges will be

valid for three years before they need to

be replaced.

The second phase of the program will in-

clude electronic perimeter access. “It’s not

a security system right now,” Arnaudet says

of the national credential program. “That’s

up to the venues to do. The system is ca-

pable of doing it in phase one, but that’s

not the intent.”

GWCC is one venue that issues ID

badges for full-time employees and rou-

tinely checks contractor badges. Mark Zim-

merman, GWCC general manager, serves

on the ESCA board, so when the associa-

tion was looking for a test facility, Zimmer-

man quickly volunteered.

“The reality is that there probably are

people coming to the show floor who have

no business being there,” Zimmerman says.

“Many of the IDs being issued don’t have

photos, so with a photo ID we know who

we’re talking about.”

ATeam Effort
GWCC assistant GM Kevin Duvall is part of

an IAAM subcommittee that’s working with

ESCA on the national credentialing pro-

gram, along with Luther Villagomez from

the George R. Brown Convention Center in

Houston and Steve Schwartz with the

Washington Convention Center Authority.

Arnaudet predicts the rollout will begin in

September, but the date is fluid, based on

the selection of a supplier to implement

the program.

Like the GWCC, the Washington Con-

vention Center Authority issues its own

badges, so Schwartz volunteered for the

subcommittee to share the successes and

failures that he’s experienced.

“For us, credentials have been a way of

life since the last quarter of 2001,” says

Schwartz, alluding to the terrorist attacks on

New York City and the nation’s capital.

“Credentialing isn’t a high-priority issue for

me today because it’s more of a fact of life.

It would be if we didn’t already have a sen-

sitivity to it.”

Because smaller venues don’t host larger

shows and have higher visibility, major

trade venues are taking the point on the

credentialing issue, says Larry Gawronski,

chair of IAAM’s convention centers and ex-

hibit halls committee.

“My facility is so off the radar of national

trade shows and conventions, credentialing

is done by the convention show manager

or the trade show manager,” says Gawron-

ski, vice president and executive director

of VenuWorks/Vicksburg Convention Cen-

ter in Mississippi. “It’s definitely a hot topic

for large trade shows.”

Gawronski has chaired the IAAM com-

mittee since 2007, when the assembly man-

agement association was approached by

ESCA to work together on a national ID

badge program. “This will filter down to

us,” he says of smaller venues.

Dollars and Sense
The question of providing a higher level

of security often comes down to financial

considerations — and whether the cost is

worth the benefit. In terms of a national

credentialing program, the majority of

costs will be borne by ESCA members and

their employees, giving venues that have

not instituted in-house credentialing pro-

grams a low-cost way to start such pro-

grams. And venues that want to use the

cards to begin access programs will have

a ready pool of users through national

companies and vendors that service con-

vention centers and exhibit halls through-

out the country.

But the success of any credentialing pro-

gram will come down to security person-

nel, the eyes and ears of any venue who

can spot suspicious activity and identify

fraudulent credentials, badges and back-

stage passes.

“Bottom line: Venues, tour managers, ex-

hibit managers and security personnel want

a pretty pass that you can’t put on a copier

and duplicate,” Sheck says. VSS

“Bottom line: Venues, tour managers and security personnel
want a pretty pass that you can’t put on a copier and duplicate.”
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illiam Fredericks can handle a lot of things. He can handle a high-pressure

gig as director of operations for Empire Expo Center in Syracuse, N.Y. He

can deal with crowds of 1 million or more at the annual Great New York

State Fair, a 12-day event featuring food and livestock exhibitions. But he

cannot and will not handle one thing: bugs in his venue.

“Flies can spread disease. Insects can get into food service operations and create a concern

about cleanliness and food safety,” he says — and he’s having none of that. Fredericks put in

place an integrated pest management (IPM) program that keeps his facility and grounds free

of rats, mice, cockroaches, silverfish, bats, bees and wasps. After all, one infestation could

mean days of lost revenue for the venue, not to mention the cost of food and other materials

that may have to be discarded.

Like Fredericks, many venue managers have discovered that effective pest control doesn’t

mean simply spraying anything that moves. Rather, products

that control pests should be introduced only after other miti-

gation strategies have been put into place as part of a larger

IPM program.

It Starts with a LookAround
According to Gary Alpert, an etymologist at Harvard Univer-

sity, the first step to developing an IPM program is to look at

the “food pathway” — storage to preparation to service to dis-

posal. If measures aren’t taken along every step of that path-

way to prevent infestation, then rodents, insects and other pests

will find their way in.

Suppliers can also introduce pests into your venue, even if

you’ve taken great care in preventing them in other ways.

“Pests are great hitchhikers,” says Greg Baumann, vice presi-

Integrated pest

management

programs are critical to

keeping pests out of

your concession areas.

By Gwen Moran

W
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
�An effective pest manage-
ment program begins with ad-
dressing the food pathway, from
storage and preparation to
service and disposal.
� Safeguard your buildings from
pests by caulking plumbing and
countertops and creating a bor-
der of gravel around the property.
�Chemicals are a last line of
pest management; instead, look
for natural tools and scents that
repel bugs.
�A company with IPM certifica-
tion will take a more holistic ap-
proach to controlling pests at
your venue.

Tell Insects to Bug Off
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dent of technical services for the National

Pest Management Association.

Roaches, ants, rats and mice are happy to

catch a ride on the stock that’s coming in.

Most pests have an affinity for paper bags

and cardboard boxes, which provide dark,

enclosed places for them to nest. Watch out

for holes in boxes and bags, and transfer

goods onto shelving as soon as possible.

“You have to do frequent inspections

and encourage employees to report any

pests that they see,” Baumann says. “You

wouldn’t believe how many employees will

see a pest and not tell anyone, but go

home and say, ‘Oh, there were all these

roaches in this box I opened today.’”

Fredericks and his team began their ap-

proach by meeting with etymologists from

the nearby State University of New York

College of Environmental Science and

Forestry. The scientists went through the fa-

cility and grounds with a fine-tooth comb,

instructing the Empire State team on how

they could put better pest management

controls in place.

“That was an important part of develop-

ing our program, which is a decision-

making process with all strategies brought

to bear on pests. What is most sustainable?

The program determines if, where, when

and what must be done,” he explains.

Building owners and architects are also

integrating more engineering controls, such

as spaces that can be cleaned more easily

and provide less harborage for pests. It’s

also a good idea to caulk plumbing and

countertops, ensuring that food doesn’t fall

into crevices and attract unwanted visitors,

Alpert says. He also suggests creating a bor-

der of gravel around the outside of your

building, which makes it difficult for spi-

ders, ants and other pests to cross. Simi-

larly, remove thick bushes from around the

building perimeter, as they create dark,

moist places that harbor pests.

Environmental Defenses
Once you’ve sealed off the likely points of

entry for pests, you’re ready to consider

products to help control them. Using chem-

icals should be a last line of pest manage-

ment, Alpert says. Today, there is a push for

more sustainable ways to kill pests, including

more environmentally sound pesticides.

You can find plenty of natural tools and

scents that repel pests, says Dave

Schlabach, executive director of the Na-

tional Independent Concessionaires Asso-

ciation (NICA) in Tampa, Fla. For

instance, smoke scent and smoke from

barbecues and other cooking facilities

repel bees, as do onions. Integrate either

in food service areas and you could cut

down on stinging pests.

Of course, Schlabach adds, keeping all

food areas clean is also essential to man-

aging pests. That includes kitchen, service

and dining areas, as well as places where

people take snack food, and even areas

where employees eat their meals.

Empire Expo Center has called in a nat-

ural defense — Muscidifurax raptors.

While they sound like something out of

Jurassic Park, they’re actually nocturnal

wasps that kill fly pupa, preventing them

from becoming pests. This is a particular

issue around the time of the state fair, as

the number of flies increases with the live-

stock brought onto the grounds. The wasps

burrow into the ground during the day and

aren’t apparent or a threat to guests. This

biological control has been enormously

helpful in keeping the fly population from

becoming a nuisance, Fredericks says.

Such biological solutions work for sites

like fairgrounds, some park facilities, and

other places that have wide-open spaces,

but they’re not a good option for urban set-

tings, Alpert says. In more densely popu-

lated areas, there are likely to be

restrictions on the types of pest predators

that you can use.

Finding a Pest Partner
If pests still make their way into your fa-

cility in spite of your best efforts, it might

be time to hire a pest management com-

pany. Look for a company that has an IPM

certification, even if it isn’t required by

your state, as that’s a sign the company

will take a more holistic approach to pest

management instead of just spraying pes-

ticides or using traps, Alpert says. The Na-

tional Pest Management Association has a

directory of professionals on its Web site,

www.pestworld.org.

“[IPM-certified firms’] concentration is to

use less chemicals. If you have a sensitive

area that contains children or animals or

food, you especially want to take a more

integrated approach,” Alpert says.

Meet with the firm and ensure that

they’re open to your ideas on pest man-

agement, as well as sensitive to the needs

of your business. “We don’t want any serv-

ice to affect tenant health or to disrupt our

facilities, so it was important that our

provider work around our event and tenant

schedule,” Fredericks says.

Pest management products have been

engineered to be safer, including poisons

that are encased in plastic so that people

and pets are not exposed to the poisons.

Your provider should be able to recom-

mend such advanced products to you and

explain why they are the right choice. VSS

“You wouldn’t believe how many employees will see a pest and not
tell anyone, but go home and say, ‘Oh, there were all these roaches
in this box I opened today.’ ”
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ack in the day, operating a venue
used to be such an easy affair. You
just opened the doors, let the people
in, and collected the money, right?
OK, so it’s never been anywhere

near that simple; in fact, quite the
contrary. But the challenges of yes-

teryear do seem to pale in comparison to those faced by today’s
venue and event managers, who must keep countless attendees
safe in what often feels like an increasingly dangerous, even hos-
tile, world.
Whether we truly are living in more trying times, or if media

attention simply heightens our sense of peril, the fact remains
that a string of catastrophic events in recent years — from the ter-
rorist attacks of 9/11 to Hurricanes Katrina and Rita to this sum-
mer’s floods in the Midwest — have put safety and security offi-
cials on high alert, sending them a resounding message: Get
ready. Get ready for anything. And get ready now.
The challenges are daunting, to put it mildly: Develop a proac-

tive, comprehensive preparedness plan, where before there was
only a patchwork. Forge relationships with a network of local, state
and federal organizations to coordinate effective response plans.
Find the right tools and technology to help your staff identify
explosives or other potentially dangerous materials — or danger-
ous attendees, for that matter. And figure out a way to do it all on
a tight budget.
While many venue managers have made extraordinary strides in

recent years, in terms of advancing their safety and security efforts,
there is clearly still much to do, and much to learn. To that end,
Venue Safety & Security assembled a roundtable of public assem-
bly leaders earlier this summer for what was a surprisingly candid
discussion about how the industry has changed — and what still
must change in order to keep venues and attendees safe.

VSS presents a
groundbreaking

roundtable
discussion with

some of the
industry’s most

notable figures—
and provides
a revealing
look at the

responsibilities
and challenges
facing today’s

venuemanagers.

B
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Peter Kranske, president and COO, Landmark

Event Staffing Services. For nearly four

decades, Pete was an owner and officer of

Contemporary Services Corp. He has directed

the crowd management operations for 29 con-

secutive Super Bowls, and he directed the secu-

rity and crowd management operation for the

1984 JacksonVictory Tour.

Y

Milt Ahlerich, chief of security for the

National Football League. Milt is responsible

for all league-wide security programs, includ-

ing stadium security; special event security,

and all investigative matters, including fraud,

pre-employment, player misconduct and due

diligence. He oversees a staff of 11 security

professionals and 70 security consultants.

Greg Davis, executive director, Cajundome.

Greg is an active member of the International

Association ofAssembly Managers (IAAM), and

is chairman of both the Greater Lafayette

Chamber of Commerce and Lafayette Crime

Stoppers. His facility was used for evacuees of

Hurricane Katrina, and he has helped establish

best practices for facilities during emergencies.

Mark Hamilton, managing director, G4S

Events.Mark has been involved in the security

and crowd safety management industry since

1973. He has commanded many major securi-

ty and crowd management operations, includ-

ing the Live 8 events in London and Edinburgh,

and is actively involved at a strategic, tactical

and operational level at worldwide events.

Harold Hansen, director of Life Safety and

Security, International Association of

Assembly Managers.Harold has more than 33

years of experience in themanagement of pub-

lic assembly facilities. In his current position, he

provides staff support to programs and proj-

ects regarding safety and security for the pub-

lic assembly industry.

Skip Wagner, president and CEO, Houston

Livestock Show and Rodeo. Skip works with

more than 20,000 volunteers and his staff to

ensure that the Livestock Show and Rodeo

remains a premier entertainment and civic

event in the Southwest. He serves on the board

of directors for the Greater Houston

Convention andVisitors Bureau.

Frank Poe, CEO, Dallas Convention Center.

Frank was IAAM president in 2000–01 and is

CEO of the Dallas Convention Center. He was

responsible for directing IAAM’s Safety &

Security Task Force following the terrorist

attacks on September 11, 2001, and he has

been involved in numerous safety and security

efforts since that time.

ROUNDTABLE PARTICIPANTS
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>> Frank Poe: Venue safety and security has been a common

component of venue management for a number of years. It’s

taken different forms — crowd management, crowd control, man-

agement of egress and ingress of facilities, emergency evacuation.

What’s changed is that after 9/11, there was an introduction of

concerns on a mass scale about terrorist attacks and the use of

high-profile venues in this country as a possible target for terror-

ism and terrorism-related events. That caused a call to action, a

different level of concern.

In a post-9/11 environment, pretty much everything is on the

table as a potential incident for any venue, whether it be biologi-

cal, chemical explosives, a domestic terrorist event, domestic vio-

lence — all those elements that go on in our culture and world.

That event, 9/11, put all those things back on the table as elements

a venue needs to review. Buildings have had to go back and chal-

lenge how their plans address a myriad of potential incidents.

>> Peter Kranske: After 9/11, security was ramped up. For a

few years, security officials had carte blanche to do whatever they

thought was needed to protect our venues. As time has gone on,

the challenge has been to continue the high level of security

while providing world-class guest services and hospitality at the

venues. Many times these two goals clash. It is the challenge of

security officials and venue management to find ways to be as

fan-friendly as possible and keep our venues safe.

Another challenge is to provide these services within a budget.

Security and venue officials need to be creative to provide these

services for a reasonable cost. Many times this can be accom-

plished with the use of technology as opposed to manpower.

Better training is another factor in reducing the number of staff

needed to keep a venue safe.

>> Greg Davis: Our country, citizens, governmental leaders and

governmental institutions are now looking at arenas, convention

centers and stadiums as places of public access that are very valu-

able to the response provided when there’s a disaster or major

emergency of some sort. Our facilities around the country have

risen up to that challenge, and we’ve made a lot of progress in

getting facility managers aware of this demand that is now upon

us as the custodians of the valuable public access. Venue man-

agers are more conscious of this possibility and they are now gear-

ing themselves up and their staffs up and are looking at plans,

internal plans, and policies and procedures to be prepared to

respond when called upon. As a result, we are much better off

than we were five years ago.

>> Milt Ahlerich: There’s another angle, [although] I certainly

agree with what Greg said. It seems to me that our country, and

we as an industry, and certainly our government leaders have rec-

ognized the importance of protection and safety for public assem-

bly. Our venues are public assembly in many respects, but it’s very

important to look after our patrons and the people using our facil-

ities, and to put security in place in advance; I see a much larger

recognition as to how important that is — not just by those of us

in the industry, but the government has paid a fair amount of atten-
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Describe the state of venue safety and security
today, as compared to, say, five years ago.

Arenas, convention centers and stadiums are
now being looked at by citizens and governmen-
tal leaders as places that are valuable in provid-

ing emergency services, as was evidenced at
Qualcomm Stadium last year with the California

wildfires. AP Photo/Ric Francis
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tion to this, and that’s a very positive thing.

>> Mark Hamilton: I’d like to echo that. The general public is far

more aware now of how high a priority safety and security is in

their own lives, whether it’s in their personal lives or whether

they’re out socializing. The government has recognized the indus-

try’s own raising of its game and how it has become more profes-

sional and more comprehensive in the way that it plans and

approaches events.

Also, the citizens of each country are aware of their safety and

security and are demanding that their governments step up to the

plate. They’re demanding that their government take more interest

in their safety and security and the social environment.

>>HaroldHansen: I was reading an article this morning, a patron

review of an amusement park, and the expectation was that the

park and its employees would know what to do in the event of a

tornado warning. That’s the most fundamental kind of threat, more

probable than a terrorist attack.

They were undergoing that tornado warning, the sirens were

going off, and there was an expectation that everyone would

know what to do. And the fact is they didn’t. [Attendees] were sent

three different places before somebody said, “Get out of the park.”

And while they were trying to get out of the park, somebody else

said, “Go to the restroom, that’s a good place to hide.”

The fact that it’s an expectation, I think, is a fundamental issue

that the public assembly industry in the past five years really has

done a much better job than we did before that. The whole safe-

ty and security benchmark has been raised; people expect us to

know what to do. In the case of the amusement park, their

employees had not been trained. There were clearly not severe-

weather procedures that had people knowing what to do when

the sirens were going off. And literally, there was a funnel cloud

reported about three miles away.

>>Mark: You’re absolutely right, the expectations are higher. The

general public expects safety and security personnel to be better

equipped and skilled than they currently are. They sometimes see

them as almost on the same par as some law enforcement agen-

cies and also almost on a par with the military sometimes. That’s

the perception.

>> Harold: [They think,] “There’s a safety or security officer there;

he’s going to save me, no matter what goes on.”

�Our country, citizens, governmental leaders and governmental
institutions are now looking at venues as places of public access that

are valuable to the response provided when there’s a disaster.�

An emergency planning conference held by the
NFL last year drove home the point to facility
operators that they play a very large role in
keeping patrons safe. Fortunately, event atten-
dees are now taking safety more seriously, say
venue managers. AP Photo/Mike Roemer
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>> Frank: Again, you hate to point to episodic events, but

Hurricane Katrina and Hurricane Rita and the devastation wrought

along the Gulf Coast was a clarion call that mass dispersal of pop-

ulations was not a pipe dream. It can occur on any level, whether

it’s due to a hurricane, fire or tornado, and therefore relocation of

populations on mass scale had to be part of a planning process.

And with that [comes the question], where do you shelter folks

being directed to leave a dangerous situation and moved to hous-

ing that protects them during that incident? You have that type of

significant occurrence that was a call, again, on a lot of different

levels — federal, state, local, public assembly — and there were

situations that these venues typically aren’t designed to handle on

a long-term basis.

Arenas are designed to make sure

people are comfortable for a four- or

five-hour event. Convention centers

are designed to deal with the business

environment of conventions, trade

shows, meetings — not for housing

people for long periods of time. And

yet venues were adapted for that pur-

pose because of the catastrophic

nature of events. That has created a

whole series of responses that range

from procedures or practices, relation-

ships that may not have existed in the

past between emergency responder

organizations, or charitable organiza-

tions that now you have to look at in

your respective community.

There are differences in culture and

diversity that these venues deal with

for an event, but this becomes a resi-

dential unit at that point, and it could

be for an extended period of time.

Business interruption, insurance, secu-

rity, food services, medical attention —

everything that you would find in a

city is now collapsed into a public

assembly venue when it’s called upon

for a mass-care, mass-shelter program.

>> Greg: If a facility sits back and waits on the various govern-

mental agencies out there to determine how they should respond,

then we will have another fiasco like we did at the Superdome.

The local emergency-preparedness organizations had a responsi-

bility to determine what the emergency-response plan would be

for various scenarios. What Hurricane Katrina has taught our

industry is that as facility managers in control of a very valuable

public asset, we all know that we’ll most likely be called upon —

and we’d better determine what that emergency-response plan

will be ourselves and not wait for other governmental entities to

do that for us.

We definitely have a responsibility to develop those plans, and

it’s in our best interest to do so because only we know the best

practices and what those procedures should be for such a

response. If we try and let an outside entity do that for us, then

they will put us in a bad way. By making it our responsibility,

we’re putting ourselves in a much better position.

>> Peter:When a disaster occurs in a community, public facilities

… become a gathering place where citizens can get help. The

shelter at the venue and the support

given there can serve as a starting point

for recovery from the disaster.

>> Mark: The fact is that we now have

facilities that by default have become

places of refuge, and lessons are being

learned. In the U.K. last year, we had a

fairly serious terrorist incident in

Scotland, and that resulted in quite a

few thousand passengers at the airport

being stranded. All of them had passed

immigration, and then needed to be

bussed to a facility, a large conference

exhibition arena, to be processed.

That processing took place almost

without any law enforcement involve-

ment, except for a very small overview,

and that was because lessons had been

learned from the Hurricane Katrina situa-

tion in the United States and the plans that Greg mentioned.

Maintaining that control is really essential because sometimes there

isn’t any national or local government support. And once again, it’s

back to expectations, where the public will expect large facilities to

be intelligent about the way to manage these situations.

>> Harold: If we expect people to be our patrons, to be the

guests in our house, then we have the obligation to provide a

What responsibility do venues have to their
communities at large to serve as shelters?

Thousands of flood victims walk from the Louisiana Superdome to
a staging area outside the Hyatt Hotel in New Orleans. Stadiums,
convention centers and other venues are now developing relation-
ships with emergency responder and charitable organizations in
their communities in case of a disaster like Hurricane Katrina.

AP Photo/Bill Haber
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safe, secure, comfortable, high-quality experience and environ-

ment. But that means also — and speaking to what Mark and

Greg were saying — we are the first responders. If something

goes wrong, whether there’s a fire, or if it’s just a slip and fall,

we’re the first responders; we’re the ones who are there.

>>Milt: It seems so obvious, but I don’t know that all of our facil-

ity managers really fully appreciate that in that context. Last year

we put together a conference for our stadium operators and other

key security and operations personnel for the 31 buildings where

the NFL plays its games; it was strictly on emergency planning,

strictly on that point alone. It came through loud and clear that

we’d best be prepared because that first 15 minutes — and then

really all the way through the completion of the emergency — the

facility operator is going to play a very large role in keeping our

patrons safe. It’s an obligation, and our people now fully under-

stand that they must do that.

The problem is that accidents or emergencies occur so infre-

quently, which of course is a good thing, that there’s very little

opportunity to have real emergency operations, which again is a

good thing. Then you’re relying on drills, and that’s no fun. They

cost money, and they’re burdensome, and for a whole variety of

reasons, are pretty easy to put off. We’ve tried very hard to

encourage our stadium operators to make that a part of their stan-

dard operating procedures, that they must do drills and have their

plans refreshed and revised and tuned up on a regular basis.

>> Harold: Why would we expect people to come to an NFL

game or any sporting event or our concerts or a convention if the

fundamental operations weren’t safe and secure in the first place?

>>Milt:We look at it like the heating and air-conditioning: It must

be woven into the fabric of the operations of the facility that safe-

ty and security is there.

VSS: How does that responsibility affect you day to day?
>> Peter: In some cases, disasters put great strains on our staff to

provide the number of people needed to maintain control of the

venue and to assist the victims of the disaster.

�Business interruption, insurance, security, food services, medical
attention — everything that you would find in a city is now

collapsed into a public assembly venue when it’s called upon for a
mass-care, mass-shelter program.�

The Superdome (right) and Cajundome, both in
Louisiana, housed evacuees in the aftermath of
Hurricane Katrina. The Cajundome is still strug-
gling to get reimbursed by the government for its
time spent as a mega-shelter. AP Photo/
Christopher Morris/VII
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>> Frank: It puts another layer of assessment when you’re estab-

lishing your financial priorities, the budgeting process. How secure

do you want your event? How important is your ongoing business

operation and the care of patrons that may cross your door? It’s

added an element of assessment that may not have existed as a

front-burner issue. It may have always been there as a back-burner

concern, but now it’s one of the filters that you go through in terms

of establishing your financial priorities.

>> Milt: You have to be sure that you’ve budgeted for these

procedures — that you’ve convinced the folks who control the

purse strings that there’s going to be a certain amount of money

spent on emergency planning. You have an obligation as a facil-

ity manager to fight for those dollars, and to fight for those line

items, and to pull your people in to do those drills. It’s not easy.

I hope that all 31 of our buildings are doing that. We take the

stance in the NFL, “Trust but verify.” We go out to our stadiums

every year and ask them how they’re doing; we ask them to

give us an affirmative response that they’re doing that.

>> Greg: The challenges are many for secondary-market facilities

operating in cities where the governmental budgets aren’t very

large. Then you have the whole thing with FEMA. Like in the case

of the Cajundome, we shut down for four months and canceled all

of our events. In the Cajundome, like a lot of other buildings, we

have to self-generate 90 percent of our operating budget. And when

we shut down for four months, that ability was taken away from us

— yet we have FEMA refusing to pay the Cajundome usage fees.

Those kinds of fees sustain the operation, and they’re refusing to

pay the usage fees. They are actually asking us to reimburse them

$1.2 million of expenses that they previously approved, and the

money has already been spent. There are still a lot of questions out

there; there’s a lot of federal legislation that needs to be developed

so that everybody can be on the same page so that when facilities

are converted into mega-shelters, we’ll have some idea of how

those expenses will be reimbursed.

>> Mark: I was involved in a tabletop exercise a couple of years

ago with a large outdoor event, a Greenfield event, a big festival,

and I had been going for a couple of years. And at the tabletop,

they decided to test the merits of an incident that resulted in mul-

tiple deaths, and that would trigger what is known as a major inci-

dent in the U.K., and all the major emergency services have a plan

as to how they respond to that. But nobody had actually thought

about how much this actually costs the type of sector involved in

the event.

This whole discussion started to unravel and produced all sorts

of questions that Greg touched on, and that he has experienced —

that after the event, trying to get someone to pay for this is extreme-

ly difficult, and it’s very important. And you touched on the legisla-

tive issue: It’s the same in the U.K. and Europe. Governments all

look for help, but after the fact, they don’t want to pay for it.

From my perspective as a supplier to events, I frequently flag this

up to clients, we need to have this discussion so at least we, as a

partnership, know we’ve agreed how we’re going to manage this

situation. We can collectively seek out some sort of agreement with

whatever authorities are then responsible for the public good.

>> Greg: Remember, major facilities shouldn’t be used unless it is

a major disaster. If you only need to house a couple thousand peo-

ple, there are many churches and gymnasiums and those types of

facilities that Red Cross can use, as they have done in the past.

Facilities like arenas and convention centers are not going to be

shut down unless it is a major disaster — and under that circum-

stance, most governments do not have the financial wherewithal to

fund that in advance. That’s not going to happen. VSS

The recent flooding in Iowa was another
reminder that venue managers must keep natu-
ral disasters in mind — a need that has put an
extra layer of assessment into the budgeting
and staff-training processes for venues.
AP Photo/The Hawk Eye, Matt Ryerson
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n April 17, 2007, at approximately 7:15 a.m., two

Virginia Tech students were shot to death by a fellow

student. During the next hour and 45 minutes, universi-

ty officials and Blacksburg police searched for a “person

of interest” and conferred about how to alert the campus. At 9:26 a.m.,

not having found the shooter, the campus was finally notified through

the following e-mail:

Subject: Shooting on campus.

A shooting incident occurred at West Amber Johnston earlier this morning.

Police are on the scene and are investigating. The university community is

urged to be cautious and are asked to contact Virginia Tech Police if you

observe anything suspicious or with information on the case. ContactVirginia

Tech Police at 231-6411. Stay attuned to the www.vt.edu. We will post as

soon as we have more information.

By the time this e-mail was sent, however, the mentally ill killer had

made his way across campus with his legally purchased weapons. At 9:45

a.m., he resumed his rampage, killing a total of 32 people before taking his

own life. It was one of the deadliest mass shootings in modern U.S. history.

Ten months later, tragedy struck again on a college campus, this time at

Northern Illinois University, where a gunman killed five people and wound-

ed 18 others. In the aftermath of such devastating events — as well as

other, less-publicized tragedies — campus officials are struggling to deter-

mine the best ways to protect students from gun violence.

Proposed solutions range from implementing emergency messaging sys-

tems that will notify students and others on campus of the presence of a

gunman to providing training on how to elude a killer — and,more contro-

versially, from barring guns on campus to encouraging students to arm

themselves. Proponents of an armed student body say that allowing law-

abiding citizens to carry their concealed weapons enhances security by let-

ting students protect themselves. Opponents say the greater danger would

be a campus full of armed adolescents, leading to a solution far more

volatile than the problem it’s meant to address.

All of these proposed solutions have the same ultimate goal: keeping our

students safer; the question is, how do we do it? Finding the best solution

requires a solid understanding of the legal underpinnings of the debate

about guns on college campuses. It means taking a sober look at both sides

of the debate — and it means making a frank assessment of the current

state of student safety on campuses.

Control
GUN

CAMPUS
Violence

and

O

In the wake of two deadly shootings,
venue officials are searching for ways to balance

protecting our constitutional rights

— and our students’ lives.
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E
veryone who has gotten through middle school Social

Studies knows that the Second Amendment to the U.S.

Constitution guarantees the right to bear arms. However,

what that amendment actually says, and what it means, is

much more hazy in the minds of most Americans.

Lawyers usually begin with the plain language of the law.

Towards that end, the Second Amendment reads, in its entirety, as

follows: A well regulated Militia, being necessary to the security of

a free State, the right of the people to keep and bear Arms, shall not

be infringed.

Huh? This grammatically challenged provision is generally

interpreted to provide either “individual rights” or “states rights.”

In the former scenario, the Second Amendment

guarantees individuals the right to own, possess

and transport firearms. In the latter view, the

words convey only a civic or “collective” right to

own guns as part of service in an organized mili-

tary organization.

Even constitutional scholars are left to guess

which version is right, because the U.S. Supreme

Court, which is the final interpreter of constitutional language,

has not issued a ruling based on the Second Amendment since

it decided U.S. v. Miller in 1939. In that case, the Court upheld

a statute requiring people to register their sawed-off shotguns

under the National Firearms Act because such weapons were

not part of a well-regulated militia:

In the absence of any evidence tending to show that possession

or use of a “shotgun having a barrel of less than 18 inches in

length” at this time has some reasonable relationship to the

preservation or efficiency of a well-regulated militia, we can-

not say that the Second Amendment guarantees the right to

keep and bear such an instrument.

Despite all the righteous certainty about the meaning of the

Second Amendment, this is the last official word on the subject.

Subsequent Supreme Court decisions have simply reiterated that

the Second Amendment does not guarantee an individual right to

bear arms absent a reasonable relationship to the preservation of

a well-regulated militia — whatever that means.

For what it’s worth, further enlightenment may be on the way. At

the time of this writing, the Court is considering a case regarding the

District of Columbia’s ban on private handgun ownership. The Court

will decide whether the District’s law “violates the Second

Amendment rights of individuals who are not affiliated with any

state-regulated militia, but who wish to keep handguns and other

firearms for private use in their homes.” [Editor’s note: At press time,

the U.S. Supreme Court struck down the Washington, D.C., restric-

tions, ruling that the Second Amendment contains a specific right to

individual gun ownership. The ruling “does not bar government reg-

LEGAL ISSUES The Law of Guns on Campus
� By Steven A. Adelman, Esq. �

GUNS ON
CAMPUS

Virginia state
troopers stand
guard outside

Norris Hall, the
site of most of

the Virginia Tech
shootings. AP
Photo/Mary

Altaffer
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ulation of firearms,” The Wall Street Journal reported.]

Regarding regulation of guns on campus, the gap widens even

further between the questions posed by current events versus the

answers provided by the law. The Second Amendment limits only

federal action — it does not restrain states or private entities from

creating their own restrictions on the right to bear arms within areas

they control. This is why college towns and private universities are

able to legislate a complete ban on guns, even for people who pos-

sess a valid license to carry weapons everywhere else. As a matter

of law, the Second Amendment does not determine what colleges

and universities do at all.

Gun-Free Zones
With only a few exceptions, guns are barred from the campuses of

state colleges and universities. In Utah, students may carry guns on

all public university grounds, and in Colorado, guns are permitted

everywhere but the Boulder campus. About a third of all states have

laws expressly banning firearms on college campuses, and the rest

allow the schools to make the decision.

Overwhelmingly, campus officials have

used that latitude to declare their campuses

to be “gun-free zones.”

Following the Virginia Tech and

Northern Illinois University shootings, lob-

byists and legislators sprang into action.

The rallying cry was that if the university is

not a gun-free zone to people who want to

commit acts of lethal violence, then it

should not be gun-free for people licensed

to carry weapons for their own protection.

In this climate, 15 states considered bills to

allow guns on campus, including Alabama,

Arizona, Georgia, Idaho, Indiana, Ken-

tucky, Louisiana, Michigan, Ohio, Okla-

homa, South Carolina, South Dakota, Ten-

nessee, Virginia and Washington.

Not surprisingly, those bills generated

strong responses. In Oklahoma, for exam-

ple, the president of each of the state’s 25

public colleges signed a petition opposing

legislation to permit students to carry guns

on campus. After passing the Oklahoma

House of Representatives, the bill died in the state Senate.

In Arizona, a bill to allow people to carry guns on public univer-

sity and community college campuses went both too far and not far

enough. The chiefs of the state’s three public university police

departments all opposed the bill. By contrast, the legislative sponsor

complained about having to accommodate the 21-year-old minimum

age to obtain a gun permit, saying, “It’s not the bill I wanted because

I still feel our little kindergartners are sitting there as sitting ducks.”

Meanwhile, Arizona announced that those three campus police

forces will arm their officers with assault rifles by early 2009.

After the shootings at NIU, the International Association of

Campus Law Enforcement Administrators came out in opposition to

all of the concealed carry legislative proposals. IACLEA declared in

a March 2008 Position Statement that:

There is no credible evidence that the presence of students carry-

ing concealed weapons would reduce violence on college cam-

puses. In fact, we are concerned that concealed carry laws have

the potential to dramatically increase violence on college and

university campuses that our Members

are empowered to protect.

So far, the arguments made by the law

enforcement community have carried the

day. As of this writing, only Louisiana is

still considering whether to allow guns

on campus. In each of the other states

that debated similar legislation during

their most recent session, the bills went

down in defeat.

A Polite Society?
In his 1942 science fiction novel Beyond

the Horizon, Robert Heinlein wrote, “An

armed society is a polite society.” This line

has been adopted by gun rights advocates

for the proposition that an

openly armed citizen will

command respect and

demand polite behavior,

while those who choose

to go unarmed are to

some degree second-class

citizens. For all its clever-

�The Second Amendment does not restrain states or private entities
from creating restrictions on the right to bear arms within areas they
control. This is why college towns and private universities are able to

legislate a complete ban on guns.�
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puses. AP
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ness, the line does raise the question whether

guns are truly in the hands of people we

should respect. The turf wars between federal

and state gun control laws do not seem to offer

much comfort.

According the Center for Gun Policy and

Research at the Johns Hopkins Bloomberg

School of Public Health, only 17 states license gun dealers, and nei-

ther federal law nor the law of most states requires any background

check for people buying a gun from a private seller. Even where the

law seems to provide an adequate safety net, anecdotal evidence sug-

gests that guns are accessible to people who shouldn’t have them.

Virginia Tech provides a particularly poignant lesson of the limita-

tions of the law. In December 2005, a Virginia judge found Cho

Seung-Hui “an imminent danger to himself because of mental ill-

ness” and ordered him to undergo outpatient mental health treat-

ment. The judge’s decision not to hospitalize Cho as an inpatient was

critical, since both Virginia and federal law prohibit the sale of guns

to anyone sent unwillingly to a mental institution.

Just over a year later, Cho filled out Virginia’s 16-question Firearms

Purchase Eligibility Test. Question 9 asked, “Have you ever been

adjudicated legally incompetent, mentally incapaci-

tated, or been involuntarily committed to a mental

institution?” Because Cho had not been involuntari-

ly committed to a mental institution, his appearance

before the judge and his evaluation at a mental

health facility raised no red flags.

Cho also dodged a second legal hurdle. Virginia

allowed individuals 21 or older to buy no more than

one handgun a month. So Cho bought a .22-caliber

Walther pistol from an online dealer, and in

early February 2007, he picked it up at a pawn-

shop across the street from the Virginia Tech

campus. Then he waited the required one

month before buying a 9 mm Glock semiauto-

matic pistol at a local gun shop on March 12,

2007.

The purchases required several steps when he went to pick up his

weapons. Cho had to present three forms of identification, for which

he showed a driver’s license, a checkbook with an address match-

ing the license, and a resident alien card confirming that Cho had

come to the United States from South Korea when he was 8 years

old. Using this information, state police then conducted an instant

background check that probably took about a minute, according to

the gun store owner. Then, because Virginia law required no wait-

ing period, for his second purchase, Cho enjoyed the instant gratifi-

cation of bringing his Glock home the day he bought it.

Five weeks later, Cho used these legally purchased guns to kill 32

people before he turned them on himself.

What Lies Ahead?
The law generally struggles to catch up to changes in society. It is

fair to expect another round of arguments during the next academ-

ic year whether to permit more guns on campus, or fewer. But in

our collective desire to address the last issue, we may be blind to

the next one. A popular personal protection device that conducts

electricity to affect a person’s nervous system, and which boasts of

“incredible take-down power,” recently became available in nine

designer colors. Undoubtedly, this will be coming soon to a cam-

pus near us all. �

C
ollege campuses and fairgrounds both accommodate large num-

bers of people, and they face some of the same risks from gun

crime on their grounds. But fairs are also quite different, says Jerry

Hammer, general manager of the Minnesota State Fair in St. Paul. For one

thing, some fairs are a lot more crowded, including the Minnesota State

Fair, which sees 1.7 million people over 12 days. “On our big days on the

weekends, we could have upwards of 200,000 people,” Hammer says.

People are also at fairs for just a few hours, typically, as opposed to

spending many hours over long periods of time or living there, as occurs on

campuses, he notes. Fairs are about fun, not achievement, and pressure

compared with college life is minimal, he adds.

Still, Hammer feels it would not be appropriate for citizens to be carry-

ing guns at his fair. In Minnesota, he is able to prohibit guns on the grounds

if he posts signs informing visitors of the rule. “We say guns and other

weapons,” he says. “I don’t want anybody walking around with hand

grenades.” The rules are enforced by the fair’s 300-person police force.

At Clark Country Fair in Ridgefield, Wash., manager Thomas D. Musser

says after 9/11 heightened security concerns, fair security began checking

bags and purses at gates and barring anyone carrying a gun. Then they

were made aware of a state law requiring facilities that receive govern-

ment funding to allow permitted guns. Now Musser’s security people who

spot a concealed gun while checking for alcohol or other contraband can

do no more than summon a police officer to check the concealed weapon

license. “If the license is valid, they can bring it onto the grounds,” Musser

says. That’s as long as they keep the gun hidden. “If it’s visible, it’s called

brandishing a weapon and they can’t bring it in,” he says.

Musser would much prefer to keep all guns out except those carried by

on-duty police officers or other authorized public safety personnel. To

that end, large signs saying “No Weapons” are posted at all entrances.

However, he acknowledges that the signs’ language is unenforceable if a

person with a valid license wants to carry a concealed gun. “We can’t stop

them,” he says.

Police officers
respond to the

Virginia Tech cri-
sis, committed

by a student who
legally purchased

two guns. AP
Photo/The

Roanoke Times,
Matt Gentry

GU

<<<<< Guns at the Fair >>>>>
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GUNS ON
CAMPUS

V
irginia Tech University prohib-

ited guns on campus before a

pistol-wielding student killed

33 people in 2007. In the after-

math of the tragedy, many people found

themselves wrestling with a difficult ques-

tion: Would students be safer if they were

allowed to be armed?

Before the Virginia Tech shootings, the

1966 shooting by a sniper in a tower at

the University of Texas that killed 13 was

the deadliest campus shooting on record.

In 2005, one of the two police officers

who shot and killed the Texas sniper pub-

lished a memoir in which he says that not

enough credit was given to private citi-

zens who used their personal weapons to

return the killer’s fire, keeping him from

being able to target freely and probably

reducing the death toll.

Some gun rights advocates have argued

that tragedies like the shootings at

Virginia Tech and Northern Illinois

University could’ve been reduced or eliminated if campus gun

restrictions were reduced or eliminated so that more people on

campus were carrying guns. However, it’s worth noting that the

Texas citizens were primarily armed with hunting rifles that they

had retrieved from their homes after the shooting started, not

handguns carried for self-protection.

The International Association of Campus Law Enforcement

Administrators (IACLEA), for one, has a clear stance on the issue

— it has denounced legislative initiatives to allow students to carry

concealed weapons on campuses. “There’s no evidence that

allowing students to carry weapons would make campuses safer,”

says Steven J. Healy, director of public safety at Princeton

University and immediate past president of the IACLEA. “There

would be many challenges for campus law enforcement folks if

students were allowed to carry weapons.”

Healy cites as issues the likelihood of problem alcohol use

among students, the possibility that armed students would not be

adequately trained, and officers’ difficulty in telling whether a gun-

wielding person at a crime scene was an

innocent citizen or an armed criminal.

Campus security officials tend to agree

with skeptics of the value of armed cam-

puses, as indicated by the IACLEA official

position paper. Colleges in many states can

and do officially prohibit guns on campus,

according to Healy, whose campus in New

Jersey is one of those. Others are joining

them. “Campuses have gone back to look

at their policies to make sure their policies

are strong enough,” Healy says. “And if

they have a policy that prohibits them,

they are re-emphasizing those policies.”

Some campuses allow guns on campus

if the owners have permits to carry the

weapons, but require that they be kept in

a locked car trunk, Healy says. Others

require guns be stored at the campus

police station. Campuses of all types have

made extra efforts to ensure members of

the community, including students, are

aware of on-campus gun restrictions by

publicizing their rules, he says.

Campus police often have limited tools to enforce their view-

point, however. “An individual can walk onto our campus from

thousands of points, so there’s nothing you can do to stop some-

one,” Healy says, adding that limiting campus entry to gates where

visitors can be searched or sent through metal detectors is not an

option. “It’s not the type of environment we want on our campus.”

Armed and Dangerous?
Sizable numbers of guns are already on many campuses, accord-

ing to a 2002 nationwide survey of 15,000 undergraduates. The

survey found that 8 percent of men and 1 percent of women have

working firearms at college.

The researchers’ report based on the survey also says gun own-

ers were more likely than other students to engage in binge drink-

ing, have been arrested for drunk driving and use crack cocaine,

says David Hemenway, a co-author of the report and director of

the Harvard Youth Violence Prevention Center at Harvard

�There’s no evidence that allowing students to carry weapons would
make campuses safer.�

GUN CONTROL A Sober Look at the Heated Debate
� By Mark Henricks �
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University’s School of Public Health. “It was disproportionately the

wrong type of people,” Hemenway says. “It just wasn’t the right type

of people who had guns.”

While that may be true, a 1995 report found that guns are often

used in their owners’ self-defense. The study by two Florida

researchers indicated that 2.5 million times a year from 1988 to 1993,

a gun owner used the weapon to defend himself or herself against

a real adversary. That’s more than three times the rate at which crim-

inals use guns, one of the authors noted, suggesting that defensive

guns work and work well.

Hemenway disputes the survey’s findings, claiming that

researchers erred by extrapolating to the population at large the

reports of defensive gun use by a little over 1 percent of those sur-

veyed. Also, in his own studies of self-defense gun use, Hemenway

has found that most of the time, guns are drawn as a result of an

escalating argument, not a threat from a stranger or criminal. “There

are stories like, ‘We were sitting in the park drinking and that esca-

lated to arguing, and we all got our guns,’” he says. �

�The nature of the violence has changed. It used to be one-on-one,
typical adolescent things — two guys in a fight over a girl would

punch each other. That’s very different than when somebody goes into
a cafeteria and opens up with a semiautomatic weapon.�

GUNS ON
CAMPUS

SAFETY ISSUES Are Our Students in Harm’sWay?
� By Mark Henricks �

T
he tragedies at

Virginia Tech and

Northern Illinois

University turned

the country’s attention to

the issue of safety on cam-

pus — and they may have

created a distorted view of

the issue. In general, the

18 million college students

at more than 4,100 U.S.

college and university

campuses are quite safe, at

least in terms of the likeli-

hood of deadly violence.

The U.S. Department of

Education (DOE) says that

in 2006, the latest year available, there were eight murders on

U.S. college and university campuses. Including

off-campus and public property locations, col-

leges reported 24 murders.

And campuses are becoming even safer. The

murder total including non-campus crimes has

fallen from 28 in 2005 and 43 in 2004, the DOE

says. During the same two-year period, the num-

ber of on-campus murders went from 15 to 11.

And not only murder is trending downward — a

study by the American

College Health Association

(ACHA) found that between

1995 and 2002, violent

crime against students fell

from 88 to 41 victimizations

per 1,000 students.

Firearms figure in a

small minority of serious

crimes on campus. The

ACHA study reported guns

were present in 9 percent

of all violent crimes on

campus, including 8 per-

cent of assaults and 9 per-

cent of robberies.

Still, while the data sug-

gests firearms aren’t much of an issue, some observers see a dis-

turbing trend in the increasing deadliness of incidents. “The nature

of the violence has changed,” says William Thompson, a profes-

sor of sociology and criminal justice at Texas A&M

University–Conroe, who acknowledges that violent crime on cam-

pus peaked in 1992–1993 and has trended down since. “It used to

be one-on-one, typical adolescent things — two guys in a fight

over a girl would punch each other. That’s very different than

when somebody goes into a cafeteria and opens up with a semi-

automatic weapon.” �

Students mourn
at Virginia Tech
after the dead-
liest shooting

ever on a college
campus left 33

dead. AP Photo/
The Roanoke
Times, Sam

Dean
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O
ne of the numerous challenges of campus safety and

security is that the grounds are relatively wide open

with easy access. However, individual venues can be

more strictly controlled. “Folks may be required to

walk through a metal detector or be wanded before they come in,”

says Steven J. Healy, director of public safety at Princeton University.

A variety of other approaches are being taken to keep students

safe. Texas A&M University–Conroe, like many others colleges, insti-

tuted an emergency notification system to alert students and others

on campus when danger looms. The system was installed after the

Virginia Tech shootings, in part because of the perception that some

of the deaths might have been prevented if students had known a

shooter was at large. The system has been used to send messages to

subscribers’ cell phones warning them about a building fire, telling

them classes in the building had been canceled. “Everybody armed

with a cell phone makes a lot more sense than everybody armed

with a weapon,” says William Thompson, a professor of sociology

and criminal justice at the school.

Other campuses are providing security and police officers with

special training in how to deal with active shooter situations. At

Southern Illinois University–Edwardsville, the emergency manage-

ment and safety office makes available an online video training that

teaches students and other non–law enforcement people how to rec-

ognize and react to the sound of gunshots, and even to fight back

with whatever is at hand if cornered by a shooter.

Interest has been expressed in finding better ways to identify stu-

dents headed for violence. The Virginia Tech shooter, for instance,

had been seen by campus mental health workers who potentially

could have headed him off before he erupted. Again, this is nothing

new. The Texas sniper four decades earlier told a school psychiatrist

months before the event that he sometimes thought about climbing

a campus tower with a deer rifle — exactly what happened.

However, no one has yet proposed a more reliable way to distin-

guish students who are likely to commit violent acts

from those who merely think about them.

Campus security officials have already done

much to keep their campuses safe and to reduce or

eliminate the number of guns legally on campus.

The occasional outbreak of awful violence notwith-

standing, those measures seem to be working for

the most part. “In general, schools have been very

safe,” Thompson says. “They still are today.” VSS
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GUNS ON
CAMPUS

�Everybody armed with a cell phone makes a lot more sense than
everybody armed with a weapon.�

SAFETY SOLUTIONS Protection and Prevention
� By Mark Henricks �

A trooper stands
watch after a

security scare at
Virginia Tech’s

campus just days
after the deadly
shooting spree.

AP Photo/
Charles

Dharapak
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PERSPECTIVE�

A Partnership for Preparedness
IAAM and American Red Cross are working together — and counting on you.

W
hether it’s a flood, wildfire, blizzard or some

other disaster, that emergency could take place

anytime and anywhere. Now, the International

Association of Assembly Managers (IAAM) and

the American Red Cross are announcing a three-

point partnership agreement designed to enhance existing pre-

paredness plans throughout the United States.

The American Red Cross is an ideal partner for IAAM. Each year,

the Red Cross responds to more than 70,000 disasters, both natural

and man-made. These range from house and apartment fires to hur-

ricanes, earthquakes and tornadoes.

In addition, IAAM has something of tremendous value that the

Red Cross wants and needs — skilled and experienced members

with resources and expertise in venue management who can

assist in the housing and feeding of large numbers of people in

times of crisis.

The MAT Program
The first point of the partnership is the creation of the Mega Shelter

Assistance Teams (MAT) program. Each team will be made up of

IAAM volunteers with significant leadership experience in public

assembly facility management and knowledge of

mega-sheltering. Our goal is to identify the best vol-

unteers who will agree to be available in the event

of a disaster. If requested to do so, they must be

available to fly or drive to a crisis situation to assist

Red Cross in efforts to safely and efficiently shelter

displaced people.

To identify the best volunteers, we will gather

information on the skills and expertise, both professional and

personal, of IAAM applicants and maintain those details in a

secure IAAM database. If the Red Cross needs MAT support,

IAAM will be alerted immediately. Officials will quickly review

information in the organization’s database and activate a two- to

four-person team with the appropriate experience and knowl-

edge for the situation. The Red Cross will put the team into

motion, make all travel arrangements and be responsible for

related expenses.

Potential MAT volunteers must complete and submit an appli-

cation form, which is available by visiting www.iaam.org, click-

ing on the “Center for Venue Management Studies” and then

going to “Mega Shelter Assistance Team.” They also must take

an online training course highlighting Red Cross service deliv-

ery policies. Because IAAM members have unique skills and

abilities not common in the general population, we hope that

many of you will apply to be MAT volunteers.

A Memorandum of Understanding
The second point of this partnership is the formal Memorandum

of Understanding (MOU), which was developed to help individual

venues establish a formal relationship and mutual understanding

with the local American Red Cross chapter before a crisis occurs.

The downloadable MOU also is posted on www.iaam.org.

The MOU outlines how each venue and local Red Cross chapter

will work together, including developing plans for use of venue

facilities in the event of an emergency, exploring ways to collabo-

rate on community education programs, and completing and peri-

odically reviewing a framework that establishes roles, responsibil-

ities and coordination of services for mega-sheltering. A framework

template has been prepared for that purpose and is available from

the IAAM Web site.

The MOU also calls on both organizations to communicate reg-

ularly during both disaster and non-disaster times. While not

required to do so, venue employees are encouraged to learn

about Red Cross disaster response through free online training.

Also, the Red Cross chapter and the venue are expected to work

together and look for other areas where joint cooperation and

support will be beneficial. In the event of additional agreements

between the two, the MOU should be amended accordingly.

While the MOU spells out joint expectations of the Red Cross

chapter and IAAM member facility, it also encourages something

even more important: proactive communication and relationship

building. By meeting together and establishing relationships prior

to an emergency, facility management and the Red Cross chapter

will be better prepared to work together and meet the needs of

the public when the time comes.

“IAAM and the Red Cross are committed to cooperat-
ing and communicating for the good of the public in
times of need — but it can’t happen without the sup-
port of reliable, dedicated volunteers.”

By Harold Hansen and Anne Palmer
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Best Practices Guide
The devastating Hurricanes Katrina and Rita put the spotlight on

public venues, highlighting the major role that they play in times

of disaster and emphasizing the need to be prepared for problems

no one can predict.

Thanks to Greg Davis, director of Louisiana’s Cajundome, The

Best Practices Guide for Mega Shelters was published in 2006 to pro-

vide information about opening and operating an emergency facil-

ity. Now the Red Cross and IAAM, working with the Federal

Emergency Management Agency, are collaborating on an updated

second edition.

The revised guide will consolidate terminology and incorporate

new procedures that have been developed since the original publi-

cation, and the update will cover all types of emergencies, not just

hurricanes. The goal is to produce a comprehensive resource for all

— facilities, the Red Cross, emergency management personnel and

even nongovernment organizations. The updated publication will be

available as soon as possible, thanks to the IAAM Foundation, which

is funding a portion of the printing.

It Takes Everyone
IAAM and the Red Cross are committed to cooperating and com-

municating for the good of the public in times of need. But it can’t

happen without the support of reliable, dedicated volunteers who

give of their time and talents. Yes, volunteering is about giving,

but it’s about receiving, as well. Here are four things that you’ll

receive if you volunteer for MAT:

1. More personal and professional contacts

2. New job skills and experience

3. Additional achievements for your résumé

4. A tremendous feeling of appreciation

It’s our greatest desire to never call on MAT volunteers — but if

we must, we hope you will be one of the veteran venue managers

on whom we can depend.VSS

Harold C. Hansen, CFE, is director of Life Safety and

Security for IAAM and has spent more than 33

years in the management of public assembly facili-

ties. His extensive background includes arenas,

convention centers and performing arts centers,

plus new facility project management.

Anne Palmer is a senior associate in Disaster

Services at the American Red Cross in Washington,

D.C. She oversees bulk distribution in the Mass

Care group and directs regional and national

Disaster Relief Operations in the areas of feeding,

sheltering, and bulk distribution of commodities.

�
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LESSONS LEARNED�

On the evening of March 14, 2008, an F2 tornado blew through downtown

Atlanta, sweeping through the 21-acre Centennial Olympic Park, where tens

of thousands of Southeastern Conference basketball fans were attending

playoffs on campus at the Georgia Dome. The tornado — downtown

Atlanta’s first on record — caused some $120 million in damage to the

campus. Venue Safety & Security talked with Mark Banta, general manager

of Centennial Olympic Park, about the emergency response effort.

T
he tornado hit at 9:40 p.m. and we had a

three- to six-minute time frame to respond.

The Georgia World Congress Center Authority

manages three different facilities: the Georgia

World Congress Center, Georgia Dome and

Centennial Olympic Park. Both the Georgia Dome and

Centennial Park had events, but the Georgia World Congress

Center wasn’t open at night.

“The Georgia Congress Center Authority is a turnkey oper-

ation. We have our own public safety group, which includes

police and security, an event coordinator, operations staff

with landscape people and so on. We were very fortunate

that we had a team in place that was able to mobilize and

start performing safety checks instantaneously. It provides the

best-case scenario in a bad situation.

“We have emergency operating plans for all of our facilities.

When I arrived 20 minutes after the tornado hit, they had

already implemented the plan for the Georgia Dome, which

was to first check for injuries. There were no major injuries,

which is a miracle.

“The tornado had knocked down our icon Hermes towers,

tore off thousands of feet of a perimeter fence, roof tiles were

missing, and some of the buildings had broken glass, pieces of

which broke off and were swirling in the tornado. There were

massive amounts of glass shards everywhere.

“Overall, I’m very happy with how things were handled. We

have been able to learn from this experience and tweak small things and be prepared for the next

time, which I hope never happens in my lifetime. One thing we are doing differently involves our

communications system. We found out that some of our newer radios weren’t programmed with a

talk-around channel, so we have cloned the radios so they all have the exact channels and functions.

“Another thing we’ve started looking at is a tool that allows us to text and communicate with

BlackBerrys and e-mail. We’re looking into systems that allow us to push blast text notices to all cells

that would notify people in emergency situations. This system would tell people to come and help or

stay away until it’s safe. It’s best to develop that method of communication beforehand and practice it.

“When something has never happened before, you have to count on the emergency plan to be

generic enough to help you deal with basic things, and have the training to know where to go, what

to do and how to communicate.” VSS
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�I don’t think the answer to bullets flying is to send more bullets
flying. My belief is we ought to be focusing on what we do to prevent
the shooting from starting.�
— Gene Ferrara, police chief at the University of Cincinnati
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Outway
P A R T I N G T H O U G H T S , F I N A L W O R D S A N D C O N C L U S I V E D A TA

Sources: “This Month’s Mass Killings a Reminder of Vulnerability,” USA Today; Pan American Health
Organization; “A Worried Lawmaker Backs Guns in School; Campus Shootings Spur Arizona Bill,” The
International Herald Tribune; Students for Concealed Carry on Campus; “Students Want Chance to
Defend Themselves,” CNN.com

75

50

3in10

Percentage of Americans who stayed
current with the news of public safety
incidents in 2007

People who said they were worried they
could become victims of attacks of
violence at a venue or event

Violent crimes committed for every
100,000 people in the U.S. in the year 2000

30,000
Number of members of Students for Concealed Carry
on Campus, a national organization of students, college
faculty, parents and citizens who support the right of
concealed handgun license holders to carry concealed
handguns on college campuses.

Utah is the only state with a law that expressly allows people with a
concealed-weapons permit to carry guns on college campuses.
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Our Mission...
To encourage the growth and preservation of the outdoor amusement industry 

through leadership, legislation, education and membership services.

F O R  O V E R  4 0  Y E A R S

The OABA is the largest trade association 
representing over 20,000 companies and employees

who are with Carnivals, Circuses, Food & Game Concessionaires, 
Independent Ride Owners and others involved with state & county fairs,

festivals, religious organizations community and civic events.

Representing the Mobile Amusement Industry Since 1965 in North America

Visit us at www.oaba.org for more information or call 407.681.9444
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guest services
should never

be a gamble
Don’t leave facility management to the roll of the dice.

You need a relationship with a company that is solid, dependable and a

guaranteed winner. Tenable Event Services provides a comprehensive guest

service package that includes a professional and vested management, a

highly trained and motivated guest service staff skilled in guest relations,

public safety, crowd management and peer security.

877.TENABLE
www.tenable.net
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